Command line Life : part 1
This manual is the first in a 4 part series in using some basic command line applications.
In this part of the series we focus on installing SCREEN, a terminal application for the Linux command
line.
Screen enables you to run several command line applications (in different shells) at the same time. (
And leave them running even if you disconnect from the shell, so you can re-connect later).
You can use screen on the "local" command line window on your linux system. ( working locally on the
computer) or via an SSH connection if you have setup an SSH-server as we explained earlier on in the
KWTV Screencasts :
Episode one : http://feedproxy.google.com/~r/feedburner/knightcast/~3/iLKnfk1ZiYw/kwtv008.m4v
Episode two : http://feedproxy.google.com/~r/feedburner/knightcast/~3/anMaRUKTK-M/KWTV009.m4v

Why Screen.

Why install screen ? For the answer we will compare the command line interface on Linux (your
terminal) with a browser. Each command line window or SHELL (locally or via an ssh connection) is
capable of running ONE application. When you close the terminal window (or you close or loose your
SSH connection) the application stops running. When you cant to run a second application, you need a
second terminal window OR a second SSH connection.
Its the same thing with a browser. Older browers were capable of displaying ONE website. If you
wanted to look at another website at the same time, you needed to open up a SECOND browser.
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Why Screen

Screen is a lot like tabbed browsing. Where a tabbed browser allows you to open several website using
ONE browser session, Screen allows the application of multiple shells in one terminal window. (Multiple
command line prompts in one command line terminal so to speak)
Just like in a tabbed browser, switching between tabs, you can switch from one program to the other in
one single terminal. Meanwhile the other programs keep on running in the background. ( You can even
display several shells at the same time)
If you close the terminal window (locally or you use the ssh connection) the shells keep running in the
background (and so do your applications).
1, 2, 3 : One browser running 2 websites at the same time.
4, 5, 6 : One terminal, running 2 applications (in 2 different shells) at the same time, using screen.
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How to Install Screen.

Installing screen is fairly easy :
Just type sudo apt-get install screen and hit enter. Next hit y at the prompt.

How to Install Screen.

After installation type SCREEN and if you are presented with a selection menu of what "screen profile"
to use, select option 2 or 3.
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How to Install Screen.

The next window is your 'first shell' of your terminal. You will be presented with the prompt, and a
"status bar" at the bottom, presenting you with the following items. : (1) The Ubuntu release, (2)
processor information, (3) memory information, and (4) the time and date. If you want to configure the
menu bar further (you can add all kinds of extra "gadgets" hit F9 to go to the configuration menu
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Using Screen.

As an example we are going to use screen to run 2 command line applications (in 2 different shells).
We will disconnect the session and reconnect to the session from another system to pick up where we
left off.
Start out by opening a command line window and type screen
Start one application in the current shell ( For example htop ) Type htop at the prompt and hit enter.
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Using Screen : Adding Shells.

Next up we are going to open up a new second shell and start a new application in that one.
To open up a new shell hit CTRL A and next hit C
* You can do this as many times as you like creating as many shells in one terminal as you want. *
Now you will see a new shell prompt appear, where you can start your second application.
Below you will also see the different shell prompts in the menu bar.
(1 : Shell nr one , 2 : Shell nr two)
Start the second application (for example w3m, a text based browser) by typing w3m www.google.com
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Using screen : Switching shells.

In the next step we are going to show you how to switch between the different applications.
In order to jump back and forth between your w3m browser and your Htop.
To do this type CTRL A and next hit the " key.
You will see a little menu that you can navigate using the up and down arrow keys. Hit enter once you
find the shell you want to go to.
Navigate to the bash shell nr 1 and hit enter.
Now you will be back to your shell running Htop.
Press CTRL A and hit " again, to return to the menu and go back to Htop.
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Using Screen : Naming your shells.

To make it easier on yourself you can name the individual shells.
To do this, go to the shell you would like to name ( in this example its our shell running htop) and press
CTRL A followed by SHIFT A.
You will see a prompt appear below where you can remove the default title of the shell and set your
own title.
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Using Screen : Naming your Shells.

Next time you press CTRL A " you'll see that each of your shells has its own name in the list.

Using Screen : Locking your Shells.

Want to leave the terminal open but lock it while you are away from your computer ?
Hit CTRL A followed by X and you (and everybody else) is locked out of the terminal until you enter
your password.
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Using Screen; Splitting screens.

To run both (or more) applications in the same terminal, you'll need to SPLIT that terminal.
Do so by typing CTRL A followed by SHIFT S Your screen will be divided in 2 (if you want to divide it
into MORE parts repeat the command all over).
To navigate between the "halves" of the screen press CTRL A followed by and hit TAB to move to the
next section.
To select the program (or shell) you want to display press CTRL A followed by " , scroll through the list
and select the shell.
Move to the other "half" ( CTRL A TAB key) of your terminal and repeat the process.
(1) Top half of the terminal running w3m (2) Bottom half of the terminal running htop. 2 separate shells
in one terminal.
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Using screen : Closing screens.

To close an application (and the shell it's running in) just close the application and type exit at the
prompt. Screen will drop back to the next shell in the terminal.
To create a new shell type CTRL A followed by CTRL C
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Using screen : Disconnecting and reconnecting.

When you close your terminal (locally or you close your SSH connection) the shells will keep running in
the background.
To "Reconnect" to a closed screen session open a terminal (or connect via ssh) and type screen -rd
Hit enter and you will be reconnected to your screen session.
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More commands.

- To go back to the other shell hit ctrl-a p (p fore previous, use ctr-c n for next)
- If you want to disconnect from screen and leave your processes running hit ctr-a d
The command ctrl-a can be combined with :
* 0 through 9 – Switches between shells
* Ctrl+n – Switches to the next available shell
* Backspace – Switches to the previous available
* Ctrl+a – Switches back to the last shell you were on
* SHIFT k – Kills a window session
* c – Creates a new window
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Brought to you by www.knightwise.com

On the edge of real and Cyberspace , there is one place you can go.
Visit www.knightwise.com and subscribe to the Knightcast. Get the latest Knightcast podcasts , kwtv
screencast and Howto-pdf's straight into your podcatcher.
Tune technology into your way of life and let tech work for you ! Visit www.knightwise.com. Or
subscribe to the feed by pasting this link into your podcatcher.
http://feeds.feedburner.com/feedburner/knightcast
This how to was made using SCREENSTEPS.
For more information head on over to : http://www.bluemangolearning.com/
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